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In Ireland, we have a wealth of old myths, legends, fairy tales and folk stories, which are
presented here in an easy to read, authentic Irish storyteller's voice - retold for modern times.
Our Tales of Old Ireland reach from the heroic warriors Fionn and the Fianna, to the curse of a
Goddess, to an on-going battle of wits between the Connacht Queen Medb (Maeve) and her
rival the King of Ulster. You'll see shape shifting sisters, fairy folk you'll want to watch out for,
fights with monsters, and wise old women helping young maids.



Lora O'BrienTales of Old Ireland: RetoldAncient Irish Storytelling for TodayFirst published by
Eel & Otter Press in 2018Copyright © Lora O'Brien, 2018All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic,
mechanical, photocopying, recording, scanning, or otherwise without written permission from
the publisher. It is illegal to copy this book, post it to a website, or distribute it by any other
means without permission.Lora O'Brien asserts the moral right to be identified as the author of
this work.Eel & Otter PressDunmore Road, Waterford,County Waterford, Republic of
Ireland.www.EelandOtter.comFirst editionProofreading by Beth MarshallThis book was
professionally typeset on ReedsyFind out more atI dedicate these stories to the generation
after those we lost…Saoirse, Ahlanna, Conall.David, Céilí, Kane, Grace, Tommy, Euan.“Let the
Reader’s VoiceHonour the Writer’s Pen.”{Marginalia}Unknown Medieval Scribe(recorded in the
marginsof a manuscript)ContentsForewordPrefaceI. THE MYTHOLOGICAL CYCLEAbout This
Time...The GuardiansBlack BirdsThe True Tale of TailtiuThe Union at the RiverThe Brush and
CombLugh at TaraThe HarperThe Children of my SisterThe Crooked Bloody GodThe
Sorcerous SistersThe WheelII. THE ULSTER CYCLEAbout This Time…The Three SistersThe
Great QueenThe Curse of MachaAmergin and Ellen (not a love story…)River WomanThe
Sorcery of ScáthachThe Pillow TalkThe ProphetessThe Cave of the CatsA Form Very
ExcellentIn the AlpsGetting WellSnow White SkinIII. PART THREEAbout This TimeBy His
ThumbThe Ninth WaveThe Sidhe at KeshcorranThe Magical DeerFionn’s FeastThe Red
Haired HareThe Hearth in the HallThe Fairy LoverThe Hurling HeroThe MothersIV. THE
CYCLE OF KINGS... AND QUEENSAbout This Time…A Wolf StoryThe Crop Haired GirlThe
Woman in the CastleGrace and ElizabethThe Seven SistersPadraig and the PoucaThe Witch
of KilkennyThe Hags with the BagsThe Spit MilkBear WitnessThe Woman of the HouseAn
Bean FeasaHer and Her BottleThe Death CryReflectionsA Harvest TaleFor IrelandNotesAbout
the AuthorAlso by Lora O'BrienForewordWhat the Experts are Saying About this BookTo be
honest, I’d always found reading the old legends and stories of the Celtic lands rather daunting
and difficult. I just couldn’t relate to them. Lora O’Brien’s new work gives useful guidance in this
respect: “If you’re new to all this, or just not very familiar with the Irish source material, don’t
worry about it. Just enjoy the stories and you’ll be learning and connecting more than you
realise.”And this mixture of the re-telling of ancient legend and historical record enabled me to
do just that. The stories are readable and flow well. They are full of magical themes such as
ritual and power, animals and shape-shifting. But above all there is the landscape in which
these tales are acted out, not only as a background but as an essential feature of the action.
The stories are short but always hinted at the possibility of more that could be told. We may
perhaps look forward to more in the same vein.Oh, and I enjoyed reading them very much!
Philip Heselton, Author.Lora O’Brien has a dry sense of humour and quick wit that make her
writing a genuine pleasure to experience. In ‘Tales of Old Ireland Retold’ the reader sees the
benefit of this combination, getting a taste of Irish mythology and folklore through masterful
modern re-tellings that capture the spirit of the originals with a fresh voice. Covering everything
from the arrival of the Tuatha Dé Danann in Ireland to stories of púca and leannán sí, this book
should be essential reading for anyone interested in Irish mythology or Irish folklore who wants
to have both the knowledge and the heart of the stories.Morgan Daimler, Author of ‘Pagan
Portals Gods and Goddesses of Ireland’ and ‘Fairies’.When we read the myths and tales as
they come down to us from the early Irish manuscripts, they can seem to belong to another
time, like creatures frozen in amber. A wealth of detail is there, but fixed in archaic language,



cryptic and obscured by the layers of time. Lora’s tales breathe new life into these treasured
myths, as if someone resurrected the creature in the amber and set it in vibrant motion before
us. They read like the lucid memories of one who was there to see, sharing the recollections of
a long life over a shared drink. These stories are the voice of Ireland, composed and
articulated through the witty, insightful, and unflinching prose of someone who walks the land
every day drinking from its deep well of memory.Morpheus Ravenna, Author.PrefaceIn 2012, I
began writing Irish stories.So enchanted with the Tales of Old Ireland was I, so utterly taken
with the magic and mystery of them - from ancient myth to recent folklore - and so afraid that
they were being lost, forgotten, resigned to a dry and dusty history… that I started to retell
them.Some were published in magazines, some on my own website. Some were written simply
to honour or delight my friends.In 2016, I began to get serious about Irish stories. I started to
publish one per month exclusively for Patrons supporting me at the $3 Reward level on my
Patreon page.[You can sign up as a Patron yourself, if you enjoy the following Tales, and
receive a new one directly each month, so you don’t have to wait a few years for the next
collection… ].Now, in 2018, my first collection is ready to be released. I can only hope they
bring you as much joy and hope in the reading of them, as they have brought me in the writing
of them.[Other Books, Blog, and Online Classes at the Irish Pagan School - ]IThe Mythological
Cycle1About This Time...The Mythological Cycle is a set of tales about different tribes and
races said to have arrived in Ireland in 5 great waves, before the coming of the Gaels… but the
bulk of it tells the stories of the Tuatha Dé Danann, often translated as the tribe or people of
Danú, or Anú.The term gained popularity when used by Arbois de Jubainville (c. 1881–1883),
and can be seen to describe the native (pre-christian) spiritual beliefs, stories and even
practice of Ireland.With the arrival of the Milesians we see the beginning of the Gaelic culture
in Ireland, and an end to the Mythological cycle. The Milesians were supposed to have come
from Iberia (Spain and Portugal), but whether that’s true or not is anybody’s guess, and a hotly
debated topic in Irish academia, insofar as the scholars really get hot under the collar at all.
They’re a staid bunch, for the most part. So, luke-warmly debated might be a better description
really.Gaelic language and culture pretty certainly began in earlier pagan times, stretching
through to Christian occupation and on into the Late Medieval era. I think it’s neat and tidy to
link it with the Iron Age, but I’m open to those tepid debates and learning more on the topic.
We’d be talking roughly 500 BCE (Before Common Era) for the start of that period, and it
continued to about 400 CE (Common Era), with the gradual takeover of the new religion
moving into the Early Medieval time frame, and being well enough established by 600 CE.If I
was pushed for a date so, a setting for the Mythological period, I’d say we have stories in there
stretching back to our earliest times, in one form or another, for humans have walked this land
for at least 12,500 years according to latest evidence (Alice and Gwendoline Cave, County
Clare). So this cycle of tales could possibly run through Paleolithic, Mesolithic (Hunter
Gatherers - 10,000 years ago), Neolithic (New Stone Age, earliest Farmers - 6,500 years ago),
into the Copper and Bronze Ages (earliest Metalworkers - 4,500 years ago), and ending with
the coming of the Iron Age (newer, harder metals - 2,500 years ago).Of course we don’t know
exactly when these stories were first being spoken, as the versions that remain to us were not
recorded until much, much later, and incompletely at that.But we do know that the Beings and
themes they tell of will speak to us of an ancient time, every time we hear them told.And that’s
good enough for me.2The GuardiansThey met in the middle.In the glen, by the smoke of a wet
wood fire, they came together. Under the dark of their moon, the stars of their sky stretching
over, they met in the middle.From Falias came Mórfessa, dark and cold as the earth stone,
bringing the depth of knowledge and understanding. In her pocket she carried the wisdom of



ages, and in the middle she placed the Lia Fáil – stone of sovereignty.From Goirias came
Esras, hot and bright as the fever’s burn, walking with dutiful care and affection. In her pocket
she carried the fire of eventual comfort, and in the middle she placed the Sword of the King –
unconquerable once blooded.From Findias came Uiscias, fluid and fresh as the river’s passing,
flowing across the land with purpose and patience. In her pocket she carried the fast flow of
justice, and in the middle she placed the Spear of Light – piercing with victory.From Murias
came Semias, stout and guarded as the sea fortress, moving carefully and deliberately to
where she was needed. In her pocket she carried the rivet that held all together, and in the
middle she placed the Cauldron of the Chief – giving of plenty to all.Guardians gathered, gifts
given. They met in the middle.Esras spoke first. Of the sickness which plagued the people, with
scorching intensity of the blistering seeping infections, the fervid fear stalking her once warm
city, and of their loving duty to act in the interests of the tribe. The difficult decision was called
for - a slashing burn to destroy, followed by the new growth, guided and fed from the cleansed
and cared for remains of the old.Uiscias spoke next. Of the turgid waters swollen with death
and disease, with a well of sadness of the pale poisoned beauty of once fair streams, and of
the wisdom needed to act in the interests of the tribe. The difficult decision was called for – a
shaft of fatty lard to clog and grease the life giving waters beyond sustenance, followed by the
inevitable flood of departure.Semias spoke then. Of the storm lashing and breaking of
ramparts, with rot and decay untended and unwatched in the once walled fortresses, and of
the doughty necessity to act in the interests of the tribe. The difficult decision was called for –
an emptying of the land and salting the earth, gathering and rationing hitherto plentiful
provisions, in preparation for the journey ahead.And then spoke Mórfessa.Of the scattering of
learning, with shallow thinking and easy speech too common, insincerity and dishonesty
veining her once honourable foundations, and of the sovereign knowledge needed to regroup
and bed down in the interests of the tribe. The difficult decision was called for – releasing the
sovereign stones which held safety in this land, and seeking to refortify in another, to find and
build boundaries in a new space, for depth of study and rightful rule.They met in the middle,
and so the decision was made.And the best of their tribe was gathered under Danú, the
mother. In the four cities – Goirias, Findias, Murias and Failias – they acquired knowledge and
science and magic with which to mark the way.From Goirias they brought the sword of Nuada,
and no man would escape from it by reason of its venom, and when it was drawn from its
battle-scabbard there was no resisting it.From Findias was brought the spear which Lugh had,
battle would never go against him who had it in hand.From Muirias was brought the cauldron of
the Dagda, and no company would go from it unsatisfied.Then, from Failias was brought the
Lia Fáil, the sovereign stone ever watched for by the Great Queen Mór Ríoghain, and it would
not utter a cry but under every king or queen that should take Ireland. From it the new land
would be named, the fortified island that is Inis Fáil.The four sages in those cities – Esrus,
Uiscias, Semias and Mórfessa – these were the four poets, the guardians and guides, with
whom the Tuatha De Danann acquired wisdom and knowledge. For this was said, and carried,
and written and told.But when the tribe travelled to Inis Fáil, the four great guardians remained.
Under the dark of their moon, the stars of their sky stretching over, they watched the ships of
the tribe leave their land. That was the last of their stories that would be told, and they knew it,
and they stayed.Now, that’s not the last tales we’ll hear told of the tribe of Danú though, the
Tuatha Dé Danann… but they’re all stories for another day.3Black BirdsEochaidh walked.The
grass was cool and soft beneath his bare feet, lush with the promise of new summer’s growth.
He knew himself to be walking through fields behind the house of his father, Erc, and that it
was Bealtaine, for the smell of the smoke of their fires was on the air, lingering from the night



before when the driving of beasts between flame had added the tinge of singed hair and hide
to the heady wood smoke scent piling into the sky.Stopping to breathe it deeply, he closed his
eyes to the sound of trees rustling on the boundary of his father’s fields, and felt the gathering
warmth of the sun caress his face and neck, while his feet drew damp and cool dew from the
grass. Opening his eyes, he looked at how the light sparkled through this collecting water, tiny
fire gem points dotting through rolling green pasture.It made his feet cold from below, despite
the heat on his head and neck from above – though he wondered, briefly, what had happened
to his shoes. Trees rustled again, leaves and boughs slipping and scraping a little off each
other in the gathering breeze.With that wind came a new smell.Rolling in across the open
ground came a musty, ripe odour that crept into his nostrils like something living, trying to make
its crawling way inside his head. Each gust brought a new waft, an aroma he couldn’t quite
place – so out of place with all he knew here. And the smell of… salt on the air, mingling with
the soft reek of old, decaying things.The squall roughened around him, his clothing now
moving with the twisting airstreams flowing over the land, harrying the longer grasses and
causing chaos in the branches of the trees. He watched them bend and snap together, sensing
from behind him the approach of the source of that odour so alien to him, even as the sky
began to darken overhead.He didn’t want to see it, whatever was coming, though he could feel
its approach gathering strength and power, just as he knew the people of his father’s land were
rising against what came. He saw them appear on the horizon, a mass of running shouting
bodies entering the field, as if towards a vigorous battle, with shouts and raised weapons, their
shining spears and swords pointing to the sky.Yet it gave him no comfort, knowing these brave
folk gathered, for he could smell them and hear the storm from behind him, then the raucous
calls of the great, black, birds he now saw with his eyes as the air blackened around him and
he dropped to the grass to escape their mass against the sky.The cold of his bare feet spread
quickly without the warming comfort of the sun on his skin, as the birds flew overhead in a
seemingly endless stream of dark feathers and noise. His people fought them bravely, but
ahead all was confusion, destruction… until the cold earth became the chill of a grave, the dark
depth of a hollow hill, and he understood he would never feel warmth again in this life.A brief
respite, as one of his father’s folk raised from the fray, rushing towards the noblest of the birds
as he could see it, and struck off one of its wings, so the iron tang of its blood reeked through
them, clearing a path back towards him as they veered and swerved to avoid the bright red
among the black clouding his vision, and the stink of old iron from a forest floor wound its way
through his brain…Eochaidh woke.Complete darkness still surrounded him, but it was the
enclosing safety of the rath walls, a little stale, and due the fresh earth coating after a long
winter - that would be one of the first jobs of the summer. The cold remained, seeped deep in
his bones from the clammy dream sweat covering his skin and his bare feet, having kicked off
the bed covering in his dream thrashing, fighting off… birds?Yes, a great flock of black birds,
coming from the depths of the Ocean. They settled over all of the land, and fought with the
people of Ireland. They brought confusion, and destroyed his people, though one of them had
struck the noblest of the birds and cut off one of its wings.Tomorrow, he would ask the druid
Cesard what it might mean.Tonight though, this Monday of the first week in May, he would
return to sleep, for the work was all around him now the Bealtaine feasting was done. And so
he did, that night, return to his slumber.But he could not quite shake the memory of the tang of
iron on the air.That’s not the first or the last time that someone got a portent of things to come,
on the island of Ireland, by no means is it!But sure, they are all stories for another day.4The
True Tale of TailtiuShe watched them come.Nervous now, on the day of beginning, a fortnight
before Lughnasadh, for the Aonach Tailteann. Nervous for the work that awaited her, as she



would tell the tale of Tailtiu. This year was the first she was ready.On the north bank of the river
of black water did they gather, coming from every side of the island, and from over the sea
even – the cousins from Alba would venture the waves to make it home too, for the fair. People
already garnered the marriage hollow with early blooms, though the main flowers would come
with August and the turning to harvest time.She knew the stables over at Cnoc Aidi were
already filled with the horses they’d brought, ready to run the races from there and finish at the
heart of the fair. All the preparations were in place for the funerary games held in honour of the
goddess, and there would be hurling, athletic, gymnastic and equestrian clashes of all kinds,
with running, long-jumping, high-jumping, throwing, spear-casting, sword and shield contests,
wrestling, boxing, handball, swimming, of course the horse-racing, chariot-racing, spear
jumping, slinging competitions, bow and arrow shows, and every sort of test to display the
assembled physical endurance and skill. But not just that! The games had always included the
tests of mind and crafting just as evenly – so there were board games, literary, musical,
oratorical, and story-telling competitions, singing and dancing contests, tested rivalries
between goldsmiths, jewellers, and artificers in the precious metals, long running contests
between spinners, weavers and dyers, and the makers of shields and weapons of war – with
the bardic events some of the most competitive of all.And here was she, in all her unproven
youth, being given the responsibility of telling the tale of Tailtiu, in whose honour the Aonach
had been started and always held!Knowing she needed to stop watching, and take a walk to
soothe her stresses, she went where her legs would carry her. Down by the river, and along its
banks a while, ‘til she had followed it round the first sharp curve, and the festival preparations
were long out of sight. Walking on, she had passed about three forrachs a-pace, and the river’s
black curves and flow had her calmed and centred. She realised then she had come to the old
barrow mound on the bend, and decided resting there would be just the grandest, until she
was right to return and get settled in to the fair.The sun was high about the hill as she climbed
the slight incline and settled on the gentle slope. She closed her eyes and warmed her bones
well, and in her idle thought, she hoped the sun’s strength could beam down through the soil to
warm the bones of the ancestor buried below, for that was the purpose of a barrow – to mark
the grave of one who was important.“Go raibh maith agat, mo chara.”Starting at the sound of a
voice so close, she opened her eyes to see a woman seated by her side, who had thanked her
so and called her friend.Ah, but it wasn’t the first time she’d met one such as this face to face,
so to speak, for isn’t it well known that the bardic ways are close to the Other World, and that
they open an easy gate to that life beyond?So, she spoke to the woman, and knew her for who
she was – the very Tailtiu, foster mother of Lugh and Queen of the Firbolg, whose tale she
would come to tell. Never one to miss an opportunity, she asked for the story from source, then
and there, and this is what she got to bring back to the Aonach Fair…“I came hither leading the
Fir Bolg host to Caill Chuan, after the high battle with the newcomers to this land. Caill Chuan,
it was a thicket of trees from Escir to Ath Drommann, from the Great Bog, a long journey, from
the Sele to Ard Assuide. Commur, Currech, Crích Linde, Ard Manai where the spears used to
be; the hounds of Cairpre killed their quarry on the land of Tipra Mungairde.Great that deed
that was done with the axe’s help by me, the reclaiming of meadowland from the even wood by
the daughter of my father, gentle Magmor.When the fair wood was cut down by me, roots and
all, out of the ground, before the year’s end it became Bregmag, it became a plain blossoming
with clover. But it was great work, and not wholesome, truly, is it to have a face glowing like the
coal at the end of your work, for the sake of woods or pride of timber.My heart burst in my body
from the strain beneath my royal vest; and long was the sorrow, long the weariness as I lay in
sickness after heavy toil; the men of the island of Erin to whom I was in bondage after that war,



they came to receive my last behest.Feeble I was but not speechless, and I told them in my
weakness that they should hold funeral games to lament me, and that I would be buried in
royal state, with impressive druidical rites, and about this time I died, leaving behind the gift of
the chief Fair of noble Erin. A fair with gold, with silver, with games, with music of chariots, with
adornment of body and of soul by means of knowledge and eloquence. A fair without wounding
or robbing of any man, without trouble, without dispute, without reaving, without challenge of
property, without suing, without law-sessions, without evasion, without arrest.A fair without sin,
without fraud, without reproach, without insult, without contention, without seizure, without
theft, without redemption: unbroken truce of the fair the while through Erin and Alba alike, while
folk went in and came out without any rude hostility. And this finest fair has been held by the
fairy host, a fair every single year, by the Fir Bolg, who were there, by the Tuatha De Danann,
and by the Children of Mil thereafter.”And the white-sided Tailtiu left her then, and uttered in her
land again the true prophecy; that so long as every prince should accept her, the land of Erin
should not be without perfect song.Now, that’s not the only time a bard, druid, or poet ever got
a great old tale from beyond the grave… but sure, they’re all stories for another day.5The Union
at the RiverShe arrives early, as is her wont, to prepare the place, and prepare herself, for their
meeting.Both so busy, so much to do, travelling the land, the sea, the sky. Guiding and
guarding the island, her people. She sighs, just a little. So much to do.But not this day. This day
is their Samhain meeting, always each year, and she will put the work aside and take pleasure
in the preparation, in the waiting for his arrival. Nine plaited tresses hang heavy down her back,
and she takes each, one by one, and releases the magic that she tied within. She will reform
them later, as she does every year, to secure the spells once more. Long red hair now sits in
nine smooth waves across her fair shoulders, as she steps from the ruddy cloak, its deep
scarlet folds discarded on the bank of the River Unshin.Her first naked foot she places carefully
by Echumech, the water to the South. Straddling the clear flow that runs the middle boundary,
the other bare foot she sets by Loscoindoib, the water to the North. Such simple joy to bend
into that pure stream, to feel it’s icy kiss on her flesh, to dip and scoop and splash the
cleansing liquid to her sacred centre, with thigh muscles flexing to keep her spread and open
position balanced and sure.An awareness first. She senses him draw near, their constant
connection pulsing stronger as distance closes. Then a noise, a small rustle in the undergrowth
surrounding the Glen. Slight, subtle, and she deliberately pays him no attention upon his
approach, though a small smile touches her lips. Continuing her ablutions, hands slowly rise
and fall from the water, the fire of sunset light sparking through each moving droplet, each
glistening pearl of water that settles on skin. She can see him now from the corner of her eye,
still and sheltered by the trees. She knows he likes to watch her, drink in her face, her form,
after so long apart, and so she sets a steady pace to the ritual, while he remains away, light
dappling across his large body, standing with his massive club in hand and waiting, savouring,
until his inevitable approach is signalled.When she is finished, and not a moment before, she
raises her head and meets his eye with a glint to match his, her smile beckoning him closer
now the time is upon them. An answering grin lighting his face, he steps from cover and is over
to her in three long strides. Showing no difficulty, he reaches across the river and lifts her into
his arms, her head coming to rest in comfort on his broad shoulder while his lips find her ear
and begin to speak the words that are kept just for her. With a delicacy and gentleness that is
still surprising to her from one so big, he lays her down on the bank and lies beside, still
speaking softly such private sounds as are shared between couples. His questions she
answers, his queries are reassured, their marriage vows renewed and refreshed as they unite
once more in power and strength, in love and tenderness, in pleasure and joy.Afterwards, lying



sated and secure together in the bed of the married couple, the Mórrígan gives her mate,
Dagda, such advice as any sensible Queen would impart to her King before a battle. To clear
the land of support which would prove useful to the enemy. To gather the Aes Dana, the
Tuatha, their tribe, to this place together for safety and council. She promises him her aid, of
course she will fight for their tribe, their people, with magic and with blood. She decides to
attack the enemy king directly, the Fomorian Indech Mac De Domnann. She will take from his
body the blood of his heart and his very kidneys, denying him valour and battle-ardour. Then
she will return to the tribe bearing two fists of blood, to prophecy the utter destruction of their
foes.There is much more to be told of the battle that followed, fought across Magh Tuireadh…
but they are all stories for another day.6The Brush and Comb
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Lisa R. Packer, “Irish Lore Made Readable and Exciting Again. Anyone who's interested in the
Lore of ancient Ireland knows that the original stories can be a bit... dry. What Lora O'Brien has
done here is nothing short of a gift from the Gods of those stories. She's taken the important
bits from many of the tales, and retold them in a way that makes them come alive.Is this the
only book you'll ever need to "know" Irish mythology? No. But it will make that mythology come
to life for you, and give you a sense of who the characters were and what their motivations
were. It puts the emotion back into those tales. I hope Lora writes a lot more of these stories.”

Izzy, “Review?. Sorry for the title, I just didn’t know what to say. I’m young, we tend to not think
things through, or in my case at all. But the book is amazing, absolutely spectacular. And
honestly a little overwhelming, not in a bad way. It’s weird, like there’s an energy from the book
and all the stories. I feel like you can’t just read them like any ol’ story. It’s a bit intimidating but
also fun! There’s a modern touch to the old stories while still keeping their originality, I think.
For me, they should be taken seriously in a way, like the old ones are watching and listening to
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how you take in the information and reacting to it. I really liked the experience of reading it,
even if I felt a little pressure. lol”

Ebook Tops Reader, “One Scots-Irish American's Review. This book is a suggested read from
Lora's class for introductory paganism from her Irish Pagan School. If you are like me and
looking for a comprehensive writing of Irish lore, then this book is for you. What I liked most
about this book was how Lora took the time to explain the time period from when these tales
where originally told. This correlation between time and the lore helped me connect to the
ancestors by answering the questions regarding common knowledge of the past, which is
lacking from other books written where the authors assumed I was an anthropologist. If you are
like me and want to reconnect with your Irish roots, then this is the author for you. After all, you
cannot know where you are going in life, if you do not know where you came from.”

Pam Holcombe, “Your ticket to lrish folklore, magic, mystery and the otherworld!. If you are
looking for authentic lrish folklore and tales of long ago in a relatable format you have found the
book. These story's are told to us by a native lrish speaker who has been seeped in the lore
and magic of the land since birth. Her genuine love of the land and knowledge of it's myths,
magic and lore comes through so clearly. I not only got a glimpse of the otherworld l was
transported there with both moving and terrifying tales. Enjoy this ticket to the lrish otherworld
but becareful not all who walk there are friendly and don't care about your human fraility! You
will find out what l mean if you choose to read this book. I can't wait for the next installment!”

Jessica, “Great Intro to Irish Lore. This is a great starting point for anyone interested in learning
Irish lore/mythology. Lora writes these stories using modern language, so they are far easier to
digest than jumping into a medieval translation. She also has a versatile writing style, and
includes modern stories at the end of the book.”

Sam Thompson, “What a treasure!. What a lovely book. Full of 'old' stories. Each is fairly short,
very well written and full of imagery. I use it to read before bed time to help shift my thoughts. I
can easily see this treasure trove of stories being read out loud around the fire. You will not be
disappointed, at all.”

SallyRose Robinson, “Tales that make you feel like you are reconnecting to home.. Lora
O’Brien crafts the tales in such a fashion as to draw you in & make you feel like you are at
home with your family hearing these tales like you always have. They are rich with detail and
wonder.I loved ever page.”

Jenna McGeoghegan, “True connection and depth!. Lora re creates the stories from the past is
such a fleshed out personal perspective. You can hear the wind and rain, feel the cold. The
retellings keep the story, but give so much more emotion and energy in the characters.”

Clancepants, “Powerful and thought provoking re-telling. Word's aren't enough to tell you how
much I've loved this book.The stories come to life again after having been choked for centuries
by anglophiles and weighted under religious influenced teaching! All tales are balanced, all
characters ring true, there's an honesty and beauty wihich was lost to the ages but that Lora
was rekindled!The tales are retold with a voice of reason and education, from someone who's
not only been told and learned the legends but has also thought about them, about the
practicalities impinging on the lives of those that would have lived the events.There is a true



sense that no story ends... each leaves us questioning, so that the story continues even after
we've put down the book. The characters, and what may happen next, continues to play and
live in our minds.So loved her re-telling of the Children of Lirr that I just named my daughter
Aoife!Lora is a bean-seanachai like no other! Eddie Lenihan watch out, there's a new story
teller in town!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Old Irish Tales with a modern Irish flavour.. An excellent book by a great
modern author! If you want an introductory book on the tales of the Irish mythological cycles
and beyond this is for you. Ok, so you dont get the 'full' story with each tale but you get a really
nice overview that leaves you thirsting for more and wanting to delve deeper!Written with
warmth, wit and a crucial knowledge of the source material, this would sit mire than
comfortably on a shelf with books by such authors as Eddie Lenihan, Morgan Daimler or Dáithí
Ó hÓgáin.”

The Bearded Badger, “Written to be Read. What we have here is the wonderful retelling of old
Irish stories. Too often I’ve seen this done to format the stories for children or Hollywood and so
much gets lost, but not with this book.To me this is a book about accessibility, too often fancy
language and elitist ideas keep the stories out of the hands of the people they belong to (in this
case the everyday Irish people) but here with have a book written with a warmth and a familiar
voice. This book feels so much closer to the traditional spoken word than most written versions
of the last 100 years.”

A.B Gallagher, “I highly recommend reading this book!. This book is amazing if you want to
read modern interpretation of old Irish myths and legends. The book is divided into 4
categories with several individual stories in each one. I'm dyslexic and I found it very easy to
read the whole book without any difficulty. Lora is an amazing author and I recommend all of
her books (and stories on Patreon). :)”

R.M.N., “Grand !. This is a fantastic book weather you want to read a story a day for devotional
work or if you want to learn the lore in a very easy to understand manner.Each story is
between 2-3 pages long so it’s very easy to fit into your day. I’m a big fan of this author. She is
authentic Irish and not afraid to let it shine.”

The book by Lora O'Brien has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 147 people have provided feedback.

Foreword Preface I. THE MYTHOLOGICAL CYCLE About This Time... The Guardians Black
Birds The True Tale of Tailtiu The Union at the River The Brush and Comb Lugh at Tara The
Harper The Children of my Sister The Crooked Bloody God The Sorcerous Sisters The Wheel
II. THE ULSTER CYCLE About This Time… The Three Sisters The Great Queen The Curse of
Macha Amergin and Ellen (not a love story…) River Woman The Sorcery of Scáthach The
Pillow Talk The Prophetess The Cave of the Cats A Form Very Excellent In the Alps Getting
Well Snow White Skin III. PART THREE About This Time By His Thumb The Ninth Wave The
Sidhe at Keshcorran The Magical Deer Fionn’s Feast The Red Haired Hare The Hearth in the
Hall The Fairy Lover The Hurling Hero The Mothers IV. THE CYCLE OF KINGS... AND
QUEENS About This Time… A Wolf Story The Crop Haired Girl The Woman in the Castle
Grace and Elizabeth The Seven Sisters Padraig and the Pouca The Witch of Kilkenny The
Hags with the Bags The Spit Milk Bear Witness The Woman of the House An Bean Feasa Her
and Her Bottle The Death Cry Reflections A Harvest Tale For Ireland Notes About the Author
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